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Happy Thanksgiving everyone. I’d like to thank you for inviting Austin Public Library to speak on this matter. Austin Public Library has some of the most public facilities in the City of Austin. It is a place where All are welcome to discover, learn, create, and get some relief from the weather.This past summer tested our customers and those serving the public. I have to say with confidence that we fill moderately successful in our efforts over the summer. That that being said, we realize that there’s more that can be done.



Introduction
Cody Scott | Facilities Division Manager
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Intro:I have the privilege to support Austin Public Library, as its facilities division manager. This work groups consist of maintenance, inventory, construction, security, buildings and grounds, and health and safety. You could probably sprinkle a few other things in there with them.



Cooling Center Info

Austin Public Library provided cooling for 8 weekends between May and September 2023
• All libraries were cooling centers during business hours
• 3 branches operated as extended relief on weekend from 5:00 PM to 8:00 PM

• This provided relief for an average of 120 customers per location 
• This resulted in 59 specific shifts, which included:

• 2 Branch Associates
• 1 Security Specialist
• 1 Building and Grounds Assistant

• Modified Policies
• Persons with a CTNA welcome
• Personal belongs
• Pets on leashes allowed
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This summer in Austin Public Library provide cooling almost every day from Fathers Day weekend to mid September. I remember the start of it well as I spent Father’s Day in the mechanical room at Terrazas. This summer initiative included eight weekends with extended hours at Terrazas, Ruiz, and Little Walnut Creek Branches.We also had three branches of the walnut creek, Terrazas and Ruiz then I’ll served as extended relief from the hours at 5 PM to 8 PM on Friday, Saturday and Sunday. This provided relief for an average of 120 customers per location is our best guess.It’s a bit challenging to determine who was there to seek relief from the heat versus just looking for a good book one of the other services we provide. These efforts resulted in 59 specific shifts which included to Branch associates, one security specialist in one buildings and grounds assistant per day, in order to provide the service of relief. During cooling and warming needs a Austin Public Library will modify or relax its policies. This includes allowing those with criminal trespass clase violations to still use the facilities. He did not include individuals with a CTN B violation. We allowed customers to bring in additional bags and belongings. We also relaxed hour rule for service animals as long as they were on a leash.



What Worked

Communications – Social 
Media and Internal Water and Snacks

Facilities Cool and 
Comfortable

Weekly HESM 
COA/Travis Meetings
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What workedCommunications greatly improved from previous years. This includes social media, like Twitter and Instagram and Facebook messages as well as her internal communication utilizing Microsoft Teams and other city tools.Water and snacks was also something that became more readily available through HESM.I’m proud to say that we were able to keep our buildings cool and comfortable with limited disruption. We replaced and repaired our HVAC systems continuously throughout the summer.The weekly calls with City of Austin, Travis County HESM teams was extremely helpful and proactive and supporting the communities.



Issues

• Austin Public Library’s success could benefit with additional support from outside 
agencies. The need for social workers, medical emergency personal, and law 
enforcement would be of great benefit.

• Mental and physical health are the largest issues
• Supporting all customers during said events

Customer Needs

• This summer, we nearly hit or hit the trigger defined by the heat plan every 
weekend. The community became reliant on cooling centers and if we did not 
activate, they suffered. 

An excessive heat warning means nothing when you live outside.
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Austin Public Library may not be first responders, but we are Frontline responders. That being said Austin Public Library can truly benefit with the addition of outside agency support this will include social workers medical emergency personnel in Law Enforcement.Some might think that homelessness is the largest challenge that we face during these weather conditions. But the truth is mental, and physical health remain the largest issues that we face.This is extremely challenging, being a public facing facility that is operating as a relief center and has a public place for people to utilize the Library’s other services in programs.Because of hitting or nearly hitting the heat playing every weekend, the committees became reliant on Cooling Centers, and if we had not been able to activate, they would have suffered. This is why it is imperative that we find solutions for gaps. 



Issues... continued

• APL needs to be notified no later than 8am Wednesday before the weekend
• Some weekends HSEM did not make their request until Friday afternoon
• APL decided to stay open most weekends, even without a formal request

Relief Notification

• The snacks and drinks helped keep people comfortable and occupied
• Increasing availability of these resources

Snacks and Drinks are essential

• 8.6% of the 500 APL staff volunteered
• Additional support outside APL needed for social services and law enforcement

There needs to be a more effective way get volunteers
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Although communications and collaboration internally has greatly improved, there are a few things that we could see benefit from. In order to adjust our employees schedules and acquire volunteers. It is extremely important that a APL be notified by mid week before the weekends.There were some occasions were HESM was not able to provide information until Friday afternoons. Because we decided to stay open most weekends, without formal request, this put a strain on our staff schedules. The snacks provided or essential. This included chips, fruit, coffee, tea, and water. We are hoping to see the inventory increase as we often ran short.As I mentioned before, this is taxing on the volunteer schedules out of all the volunteers most for Library staff. Support from outside agencies for social services in law-enforcement or absolute critical. 



Preparation

• Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP) Team
• Executive Team
• Division Team
• Branch Library Teams
• Community Services Team

Disaster and weather relief

• APL Zaragoza Warehouse
• Work with HESM to procure additional inventory

Essential Supplies

• Clarity on Library policy and enforcement
• Additional buildings and grounds staff hired
• Actively seeking to add Social Worker position to APL staff
• Hiring Travis County Deputies
• Adjusting staff hours during emergency events to match EOC operational hours

Supporting Staff and Customers
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Which brings us to preparation. Austin Public Library is currently meeting as a group watching the same way I Continuity of operation plan team operates. Is consists of executive, divisional, branch and community services teams. These teams will continue to meet on a weekly basis to make sure that we minimize issues and provide as much as we can. We have started to stock emergency supplies at our warehouse in East Austin and a dedicated space specifically for this need. And as I stated before, we will continue to work to pick your additional inventory. Supporting staff and customers will always be a balancing act. We need clarity on our Library policies and procedures internally this one sure that our customers and staff know what is expected to use the space.Since the summer we have, we have hired additional buildings and grounds staff security, and are currently working to add Travis County deputies to some of our locations. This will be on a limited basis in the most active times of the week. We are also looking how we can adjust our staff hours during emergency events to minimize schedule changes.And with that concludes my presentation, I’ll be happy to take any questions or comments.
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